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The Political and Diplomatic Background to the
Establishment of UNIFIL in Lebanon and the UNITAF

and UNOSOM Missions in Somalia

by
Ray Murphy

INTRODUCTION

This article examines the background to the establishment of the UN man-
dated military forces in Lebanon and Somalia.  Its purpose is to explain how the
background influenced the outcome of the operations, and the central role played
by the US throughout, the primary contention being that the lack of support from
the permanent members of the Security Council, especially the US, undermined
the political base and viability of the operations from the beginning.  

There are as many contrasts as there are comparisons in the form of peace-
keeping adopted to deal with the conflicts that arose in Lebanon and Somalia.  In
the case of Lebanon, the mandate adopted was controversial and it was consid-
ered to be deficient in a number of respects.  UNIFIL emerged from difficult
negotiations that required a compromise by the parties to the conflict.  While it
was deployed with undue haste against the advice of many commentators at the
time, its survival in what were often very difficulty circumstances is testimony to
the professionalism of those charged with implementing the mandate.  However,
this should not be seen as a reflection on the appropriateness of the UNIFIL mis-
sion and mandate.

The UN operations in Somalia were more ambitious in comparison, and
they involved significantly more resources.  Initially at least, they were also less
controversial.  The consensus and enthusiasm for involvement in Somalia
changed quickly as “mission creep” set in and doubts were expressed about the
efficacy of UN policy there.  Apart from the loss of life on all sides, the real
tragedy of US and UN intervention in Somalia was the failure to learn the right
lessons.  Events in Somalia should not be used to discredit second generation
peace support operations, or to deny the imperative to respond that global human
crises such as that of Rwanda or East Timor will present.

In order to analyze and appreciate the way events unfolded in respect of
each mission, it is necessary to start at the beginning and examine the back-
ground to the establishment and deployment of the respective UN forces.  It was
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at this stage that the foundation and overall policies were adopted that deter-
mined the response to the sometimes almost impossible scenarios presented in
each mission area.

In his first report to the Security Council on UNIFIL, the Secretary-
General outlined the three essential conditions that needed to be met for the
Force to be effective.  First, it must have at all times the full confidence and back-
ing of the Security Council.  Second, it must operate with the full cooperation of
all the parties concerned.  Third, it must be able to function as an integrated and
efficient military unit.1 In 1983, the now retired Under Secretary-General of the
UN with special responsibility for peacekeeping operations, Brian Urquhart,
elaborated upon this when writing about the Multi National Force in Beirut and
stated that successful peacekeeping depends, inter alia, on a sound political base,
a well defined mandate and objectives, and the cooperation of the parties con-
cerned.2 The requirement of a well defined mandate and objectives was a some-
what glaring omission from the Secretary-General’s otherwise pragmatic report.3

Using these factors as criteria, the article focuses on the political and diplomatic
background to the establishment and deployment of the UN forces in Lebanon
and Somalia.  It examines the challenges and dilemmas that confronted the UN
forces, especially when the parties to the conflict failed to provide the required
level of  support, and the deficiencies in the organization and structure of those
forces.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DECISION TO DEPLOY UN FORCES
IN LEBANON AND SOMALIA

When the Lebanese civil war was at its height during 1975 and 1976, seri-
ous efforts were made to determine the feasibility and value of establishing a UN
peacekeeping force there.  However, no such force was established after strong
reservations were expressed regarding its practicality in what was essentially a
civil war situation.4 There were similar reservations with regard to any form of
UN intervention in Somalia on the same grounds, with the added dimension that
Somalia was of no strategic or other significance to the members of the Security
Council.  There were also financial considerations to be taken into account, and
there was considerable resistance at first from the US and Russia to plans for a
more proactive UN policy in Somalia as both countries were in substantial
arrears in peacekeeping accounts even before the operation began.5 In both
Lebanon and Somalia, the actual decision to intervene was taken against a back-
ground of ongoing civil war and a state imploding on itself.  In the case of
Lebanon, the decisive factor was that of third party intervention, namely the
Israeli invasion of south Lebanon in 1978.6 At that time there was no real effec-
tive government, and the south of the country was dominated by Palestinian
forces in and around the old city of Tyre, in an area often referred to as the “Iron
Triangle.”7
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In common with most problems of this nature brought before the Security
Council, the parties to the conflict in Lebanon only sought a solution within the
framework of the UN when the problem otherwise proved insoluble.  In this con-
text, the major player not a direct party to the conflict was the US.  Yet its role
in the conflict in both Lebanon and Somalia was crucial, but in each case for dif-
ferent reasons.  In the case of Lebanon, the real agenda was the Middle East
peace process, but in Somalia it is difficult to discern any ulterior motive apart
from recognizing and living up to its responsibilities as a major power, and a
desire to rebuild the institutions of state in a war torn society.  Though the poli-
cy of replicating Western democratic values in east Africa should not be under-
estimated, humanitarian disaster was the primary motivation for the UN and the
US major post-Cold War intervention in Somalia.8 The situation in Somalia was
not some unresolved international problem deriving from the Cold War.  But the
Cold War had helped shape the crisis that led to UN intervention in 1992.  The
aftermath of the inter clan fighting had left it without any semblance of a state,
and with no one party or clan that could conveniently be treated as the legitimate
government and provide the UN with the “consent” required for the deployment
of a peacekeeping force.  This left the Organization with a number of serious
dilemmas, one of the more significant of which was with whom to negotiate in
the circumstances.  

After the attempt to deploy an effective peacekeeping force failed, the con-
sequent intervention planned for Somalia had no clear precedent in UN peace-
keeping practice.  The force could not be deployed at the request or the consent
of a host government, or on the bases of an agreement between the parties.  For
that reason, the Security Council had to invoke the enforcement provisions of
Chapter VII of the Charter for the US led multinational force (UNITAF) and for
UNOSOM II.9 This was the first occasion this was done in order to deal with a
conflict within a state’s borders.   It took place in the slipstream of success gen-
erated by the dramatic result of OPERATION DESERT STORM, and the
deployment of UN forces in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia.  A fundamental
matter that did not seem to be appreciated in full was the unique and complex
nature of the situation in Somalia. 

The decision to intervene and deploy a UN military force, like the nature
of the actual force ultimately established, was very different in the case of
Lebanon in 1978 and Somalia in 1992.  Neither crisis had developed overnight,
and there had been many calls for assistance on the basis of the threat posed to
the respective regions by the civil wars and the humanitarian disaster unfolding
in Somalia in particular. Both crises also shared a common handicap from the
beginning, in that the real focus of attention was elsewhere when it was decided
to deploy UN military personnel.  In the case of Lebanon, the US administration
was primarily concerned with the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty and the Camp
David Accords.  In the early 1990s on the other hand, the Somalia crisis hap-
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pened at a time when the world’s attention was drawn to the break up of the
Soviet Union and the outbreak of fighting in the former Yugoslavia.  

The UN was often blamed for failing to resolve an intractable problem not
of its making in Lebanon, and for failing to fulfill its ambitious program in
Somalia.  It is all too easy place the blame on an international organization that
even its strongest defenders accepted had weaknesses.  However, the UN can
only succeed if it is given the support and the means to do so.  When it appears
to fail, the permanent members of the Security Council are quick to point the fin-
ger at the Organization itself and thereby deflect attention away from them-
selves.10 But it was the Security Council, in particular the US, that originally
sponsored the initiative to establish UNIFIL, and failed to give the Force the sup-
port it both deserved and needed to be effective.  Furthermore, neither the US nor
the Soviet Union put sufficient pressure on their respective allies in the region to
cooperate with UNIFIL.  From the outset it was clear the Force required that cer-
tain essential conditions be fulfilled before it could be effective.11 In particular,
it required the cooperation of the parties concerned.  The actual fulfillment of
these conditions was largely outside either the Secretary- General’s or the Force’s
control.  This was one of the primary reasons for the apparent inability of
UNIFIL to carry out its mandate.  In Somalia, after initial hesitancy, the US
became one of the main backers of the operation.  But the American aspirations
for UN involvement were not matched by willingness to take the necessary risks
or commit more resources than was deemed necessary to fulfill what were
defined and limited objectives.  In the end, the US effectively terminated the
operation having hijacked aspects of the mission when its own unilateral actions
backfired.  The Clinton administration, in a classic damage limitation and deflec-
tion exercise, blamed the UN for what amounted to deficiencies in American
policies.12

RESPONSE TO THE DEPLOYMENT OF UN FORCES IN LEBANON
AND SOMALIA

The Case of Lebanon

The controversy surrounding the actual adoption of Resolution 425(1978)
establishing UNIFIL provides important clues to understanding the problems
confronted by the Force on the ground. In contrast to the changes in the mandates
and actual forces deployed in Somalia, the original UNIFIL mandate remained
intact.  It was the US that did the work behind the scenes and then made the for-
mal proposal to establish a peacekeeping force.13 The Lebanese government’s
strategy at this time was to internationalize and highlight the problem and there-
by extricate itself from the regional conflict taking place in Lebanon between
Israel, the Palestinians, and Syria.14 The debate in the Security Council showed
that while there was general support for the establishment of a peacekeeping
force, there was no general consensus on what the mandate should be.
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Furthermore, all parties involved were critical of aspects of Resolution
425(1978) itself.  Even at this very early stage in the creation of the Force, the
lack of political consensus within the Security Council, which was to hinder the
effective functioning of the Force thereafter, was already apparent.  The mandate
ultimately agreed did not reflect the problems associated with the presence of the
PLO in southern Lebanon and the Israeli determination to occupy part of this by
proxy.15

The fact that the whole debate and Resolution 425(1978) ignored the cen-
tral element of the crisis in the Middle East, a resolution of the Palestinian prob-
lem and the need for a comprehensive settlement of the overall Middle East ques-
tion, caused many members to vacillate in their express support for the estab-
lishment of the Force.  In the event, the establishment of a peacekeeping force
with ambiguous and unrealistic objectives and terms of reference was agreed to
hastily in order to solve the immediate crisis.16

The urgency of reaching some agreement on the crisis precluded the
Security Council from considering a more long-term solution.  It is hardly sur-
prising therefore, that UNIFIL encountered major difficulties in implementing its
mandate.  This same urgency was also the main determinant in deciding the
extent to which the US consulted the other members of the Security Council and
the parties involved in the conflict.  The exact extent of the consultations with
Israel is not known.  However, it is almost certain that as the US’s strongest and
most reliable ally in the region, it was both informed and consulted on the ini-
tiative.  It is also evident that Israel was not happy with all its aspects but was
forced to succumb to American pressure; as a result Resolution 425(1978) was
greatly resented in Israel.17

At this time the US’ primary concern in the Middle East was the Camp
David Accords and concluding the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.18 The Lebanese
government had requested the US to sponsor the peacekeeping initiative as it
realized that America was the only country likely to be able to bring about suffi-
cient Israeli cooperation.  This premise was certainly true, however, they seem to
have overlooked the dilemma that the US would face in the Security Council, as
guardian both of Israel’s and of Lebanon’s interests.  The Lebanese appeared to
have exaggerated their own importance to the US and Lebanon’s significance in
American foreign policy.19

The early years of UNIFIL’s deployment and abortive attempts to carry out
its mandate, also coincided with a series of crises in American foreign policy.
First, the Iranian Revolution took place.  Then the seizure of the American
hostages in Teheran occurred.  This series of related events, along with the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, preoccupied the final 14 months of President Carter’s
term in office, much to the detriment of other significant foreign policy issues.20

Consultation with certain parties was also difficult.  While Resolution 425(1978)
specifically mentioned Israel and Lebanon, it did not refer to the PLO as it was
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not recognized as an official party to the conflict.  However, the cooperation of
the PLO was necessary to ensure the success of UNIFIL.  The PLO’s initial reac-
tion to the Resolution was strongly critical of its failure to tackle what it per-
ceived as the real problem in the Middle East, namely the question of Palestine.21

Nonetheless, the leadership did give certain assurances but serious problems
arose later when PLO elements refused to cooperate and clashes occurred when
UNIFIL attempted to deploy in and around areas controlled by the PLO.22

When the proposal to establish UNIFIL was made, the situation was not
unlike that of Somalia in that some senior UN officials expressed strong reser-
vations regarding the Organization assuming such a role.23 There was grave
concern at some of the assumptions that US policy was based upon.  An Israeli
withdrawal from all of south Lebanon was central to the success of UNIFIL’s
mission, yet it was not clear that Israel would cooperate fully.  How was a peace-
keeping force to restore Lebanese government authority to an area where it was
non existent, when the Lebanese army was divided and the government con-
cerned probably couldn’t maintain control for very long anyway?  There was no
clear policy either on how the peacekeeping Force would deal with the various
armed elements, or what action the Force would take if the Israelis did not with-
draw completely.  In the end, the urgent necessity to do something to alleviate
the immediate crisis while there was some broad consensus in the Security
Council meant that such misgivings had to be put aside.  A resolution establish-
ing a peacekeeping force in a region of such conflicting American and Soviet
interests had to be a delicate balance of political pressure and persuasion.  A
minor change in emphasis risked causing either superpower to exercise its right
of veto.  Further prolonged discussion could therefore have jeopardized the
whole initiative.24

Security Council Fails to Support UNIFIL and Lack of Cooperation from
the Parties

In his report on the implementation of Resolution 425(1978), the
Secretary-General outlined three essential conditions that had to be met for the
Force to be effective.25 These could be said to be essential conditions for any
peacekeeping force, whether in Somalia or Lebanon.  The fact that the Secretary-
General felt constrained to expressly state them in this manner indicated that he
was concerned some of the conditions might not be fulfilled.  

The most important of the conditions was that the Force receive the full
backing of the members of the Security Council at all times, but in particular the
permanent members who proposed or supported its establishment.  S/he is
responsible for the implementation of the decisions of the Security Council.
Once a Force is established and deployed, the overall direction of the operation
is also the Secretary-General’s responsibility, acting on behalf of and being
answerable to the Security Council.26 The importance to the Secretary-General
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of proper support and guidance from the Security Council cannot be overesti-
mated.  This support has not always been forthcoming and is often too ambiva-
lent in its nature.  The serious problems that this can cause were evident during
the UN peacekeeping operation in the Congo (ONUC).27 As late as 1986, the
Secretary-General declared that this condition identified in 1978 as essential for
the Force to be effective had not been fully met.28 This unusual step of openly
criticizing the organ to which he himself is responsible indicated the frustration
felt after so many years of trying to make UNIFIL more effective, particularly
when the reasons for the failure were outside his control.

In regard to the second of the conditions identified by the Secretary-
General as being essential for the effective operation of the Force i.e. that it
receive the full cooperation of the parties concerned, unfortunately, many of the
parties did not cooperate as anticipated or as promised in some cases.  In partic-
ular, the Israelis and their allies in south Lebanon, known generally as the de
facto forces or the “South Lebanon Army,” deliberately harassed UNIFIL and
prevented it from carrying out its mandate.  Some of the problems that have aris-
en in this regard are directly related to other assumptions made concerning the
deployment of the Force. The ill defined reference to an area of operation was
the most serious such flaw.  However, it was impossible to be more specific at
the time, as discussions in the Security Council and consultations with the gov-
ernments of Israel and Lebanon revealed profound disagreement on the subject.   

The dangers of not defining the precise area of operation became all too
evident when UNIFIL troops from the French contingent attempted to deploy
around key PLO strongholds.29 The PLO put up strong resistance to the French
presence in this area and this was combined with a diplomatic campaign in New
York by Arab States on their behalf.  The PLO therefore considered that UNIFIL
should not be deployed there either.  The matter was complicated by the so-called
“Cairo Agreement” which legitimized the PLO’s presence in Lebanon and sup-
posedly governed its activities there.30

At the time, the Force Commander and the Lebanese government were in
favor of taking stronger action against the PLO within UNIFIL’s area of opera-
tion.31 However, UNIFIL was not a combat or enforcement mission, and the
PLO stronghold had been bypassed by the much more militarily capable Israeli
Defence Forces.  Furthermore, UNIFIL was a very precarious political creation
and it is almost certain that the Soviet Union, and the pro-Palestinian lobby at the
UN, would have strenuously objected.  It is no surprise that deployment in the
area “was not pressed.”32

In the circumstances the Secretary-General had no option but to reach
some negotiated settlement with the PLO. If a firm stance had been taken against
the PLO at this stage, it would have been equally important to take similar action
against the de facto forces.  It is probable that neither the US, nor the Soviet
Union, would have been willing to support such a policy in the Security Council.
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Many of the contributing countries, including Ireland, would have been unwill-
ing to continue supporting and supplying troops to a Force suffering the numbers
of casualties that offensive action of this nature would entail.  It would also be
incompatible with the respective foreign policies of certain of the troop con-
tributing countries, as well as being clearly outside the terms of reference of the
Force that it would only act in self defence.

As events unfolded, it became clear that the Israelis and Major Haddad’s
Forces would not cooperate with UNIFIL.  There were strong objections to the
agreements concluded with the PLO.33 If the UN did not take full control of the
PLO territory, then it would not be permitted to deploy in the areas controlled by
the de facto forces.34 From their perspective, UNIFIL was allowing the PLO to
re-establish itself in its area.  This was not true, but having backed down from
confronting the PLO, it was not unreasonable to assume it would do so again in
this case.

By the time the Lebanese government decided to revoke the provisional
recognition given to the leader of the Israeli backed de facto forces, Major
Haddad, much valuable time and ground had been lost.35 As far as Israel was
concerned, it had fulfilled its part in the implementation of Resolutions
425(1978) and 426(1978), which, it was claimed, did not require control of any
area to be turned over to UNIFIL.36 This was a narrow and erroneous interpre-
tation of the resolutions in question and was not even supported by the US.  The
scene was now set for further hostilities and confrontation.  Over the next num-
ber of years, Israeli backed de facto forces not only harassed UNIFIL, but also
indiscriminately shelled and fired on its positions.  They also attempted to seize
UN positions, and were indifferent to the safety of both UN and civilian person-
nel.37

The Case of Somalia

Peacekeeping in Somalia, if that is the correct term, was complex and dif-
ficult. In effect it was a mixture of peacekeeping, peace making, peace enforce-
ment, and nation building.  There were so many changes of direction and strate-
gic goals that it is not possible to generalize.  Somalia brought the terms “mis-
sion creep” and crossing the “Mogadishu line” into the everyday vernacular of
commentators and observers.  With the full backing of the US, the Secretary-
General, and the Security Council embarked on an expansive and ambitious pro-
gram that many in Somalia perceived as an attempt to establish a de facto trustee-
ship.38 The result of these series of UN military engagements in Somalia was to
bequeath a legacy that profoundly affected US and UN policy on peacekeeping
and related matters thereafter.39

The UN was deeply involved in Somalia, particularly in the field of
humanitarian assistance, well before it ever considered deploying military
observers and peacekeepers in 1992.40 Although there is a long history to the
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conflict, it was the overthrow of the regime of Siad Barre in January 1991 that
marked a significant stage in the deterioration of the overall situation there.41 The
withdrawal of UN relief agencies in early 1991 was a fatal decision for the peo-
ple of Somalia.  At this stage, although lawlessness and anarchy were rampant,
famine was not widespread.  The necessity  for some form of non coercive inter-
vention by the UN to prevent the humanitarian situation worsening  was obvi-
ous.42

The slow response of the UN inevitably meant lost opportunities for medi-
ation and preventive diplomacy at an earlier stage.  Such approaches have a fair-
ly good chance of success without great expense and the need for a large mili-
tary presence.43 However, the lack of an early and effective response must be
considered in the context of other events happening at that time.  Despite the end
of the Cold War, the UN still faced crippling financial difficulties, and its peace-
keeping role was over stretched dealing with, among others, major events in the
former Yugoslavia and in Cambodia.  Intervention in a civil war or internal con-
flict situation presents special difficulties, and this explained in large part the
view of those at UN headquarters that the response to Somalia should be limited
to delivering humanitarian aid.  This view was also significantly influenced by
the US and Russian reluctance to become involved.44 This was not unlike the
policy and reluctance of the UN with regard to intervention in Lebanon also.

Early mediation efforts had limited success but did secure agreement on a
ceasefire between the leaders of two major factions, General Mohammed Farah
Aidid and Ali Mahdi, and the deployment of a UN technical team.  Although the
policy of dealing with leaders like Aidid and Mahdi was based on pragmatic con-
siderations in that the UN probably had little option in the circumstances, it
ignored their record as leaders of groups that were responsible for serious breach-
es of human rights and humanitarian law during the conflict.45 The UN empha-
sis on the importance of a good working relationship with all the parties may be
a barrier to confronting recalcitrant leaders effectively.46 Even worse was the
fact that the policy was inconsistent throughout the period. Such policy shifts did
little to inspire confidence among traditional Somali leaders and elders, and it
must have been somewhat bewildering for the “warleaders” also.  There were
other less obvious factors at play in the lead up to UN intervention.  Aidid was
opposed to any deployment of UN personnel and to a ceasefire.47 He perceived
this as a means of freezing the status quo and preventing him from defeating
Mahdi, which he considered he was in a position to do in a relatively short time.
There was also significant historical animosity between Aidid and the new
Secretary-General that would influence events throughout the period of UN
involvement.48
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Deployment of UNOSOM I

As the situation in Somalia during early 1992 continued to deteriorate, the
need for some form of intervention to improve the security situation became
even more imperative.  Aid workers and the general population were being
harassed and terrorized, and there were reports of crop failures in the agricultur-
ally rich region to the south.49 It was against this background that Mohamed
Sahnoun was appointed the Secretary-General’s Special Representative in
Somalia, and soon afterwards the first UNOSOM (“UNOSOM I”) mission was
established.50 Resolution 751(1992) was the legal basis for the UN attempt to
deploy a small number of ceasefire observers and a small force of security per-
sonnel for the protection of humanitarian relief operations in the capital.51

Though such a move was certainly warranted, it was likely to be considered
threatening by Aided and it had not been endorsed by him.52

Nevertheless, the deployment was based on traditional peacekeeping
premises, i.e. the consent of the parties.  However, this was a failed state and the
application of conventional thinking and methods was not appropriate.  Not sur-
prisingly, there was poor cooperation from the factions and outright opposition
from others, which led to long delays in the deployment of these units and a con-
sensus that it was completely ineffective. The linking of action to the agreement
of the warlords at a time when Somalis were starving damaged the credibility of
the Organization in the eyes of Somali people. It was also an abdication by the
Security Council of its responsibility, and a lost opportunity for early interven-
tion.  Agreement and consensus is preferable, but given the humanitarian crisis,
a deadline should have been set for intervention to impose a ceasefire and secure
humanitarian aid.

The Bush administration had initially opposed the deployment of 500
armed troops as it was concerned with the escalating cost of peacekeeping in an
election year, despite the fact that the overall cost was small in comparison with
other operations.53 This was an untenable position to adopt and in the circum-
stances, it was not surprising that the Secretary-General grew frustrated at what
he saw as the West’s preoccupation with “a rich man’s war” in the Balkans, while
it was prepared to ignore the plight of the people of Somalia.54

It was evident from the Secretary-General’s report in July that the situation
continued to be critical, and in an effort to begin the process of rebuilding the
Somali state, the Special Representative had begun negotiations with traditional
elders and political leaders.55 Sahnoun’s delegation pursued a strategy of putting
the clan system to work for Somalia.56 This bottom up approach had much to
recommend,57 and it was a means of restoring the political balance in favor of
more traditional leadership that had been consistently urged on UNOSOM by the
Uppsala Advisory Group.58 The slow response of the UN may indeed have been
the result of structural rigidity and bureaucracy.59 But the scale and complexity
of the problem did not have a precedent for the Organization to follow.  Do you
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deal with the warlords, and if so in what way? There were no political structures,
and the physical infrastructure was almost not-existent.

The actual plan to establish a traditional peacekeeping operation with the
mandate to use force if necessary to protect the food convoys was well con-
ceived.  The decentralized concept and the engagement of regional organizations
and all Somali factions in control of territory had much merit.  Had it been suc-
cessful it would have cost very little in comparison with what was to follow.  The
truth was that UNOSOM 1 was never really given a chance to succeed.  Several
serious problems were created by wrong and unjustified moves of the UN man-
agement, both at headquarters and by some agencies’ representative in the
field.60 These hampered Sahnoun’s efforts which led to strains in relations, but
his primary sin in the eyes of the UN hierarchy was to make his views known
publicly.  After “arduous negotiations,” and with the help of local elders,
Sahnoun obtained the consent of Aidid, Mahdi, and other faction leaders to the
deployment of the 500 armed UN “security personnel” to protect aid coming
through Mogadishu port.  This was not the victory it seemed as Aidid and others
probably realized that the aid could be hijacked as soon as it left the port anyway.
However, before these even touched down in Somalia, the Security Council
agreed to increase the size of the force to 3,500 at the request of the Secretary-
General.61

Unfortunately, Sahnoun was neither consulted nor informed of the decision
in advance.62 This undermined his authority and made him appear duplicitous in
the eyes of Aidid.  From the point of view of the Secretary-General, it was a log-
ical progression given the deteriorating security and general situation in Somalia.
Aidid was enraged at the lack of any consultation, and it added to his sense of
grievance and insecurity at the growing UN involvement.  Furthermore, the lead-
ers of the neighboring countries, who had been supportive to date and kept
informed of events by Sahnoun, were also ignored.

One other incident that occurred was also to have a profound impact on the
trust gained by UNOSOM and the UN up to that point.  It became known that a
Russian plane with UN markings and chartered by a UN agency had delivered
currency and military equipment to Aidid’s major rival in the north, Mahdi.63 It
later transpired that the plane was doing some unauthorized “moonlighting.”   A
proper investigation should have been held into the incident and appropriate
action taken.  This added to the difficulties of  the UN personnel on the ground.
The incident rekindled all the earlier fears about a partisan UN approach to the
conflict, and, although false, the rumors and circumstantial evidence were not
rebutted in the proper way.  Unfortunately, the criticism of the UN by Sahnoun
did not help his already troubled relationship with headquarters.64
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Options Facing the Secretary-General and the Deployment of UNITAF

UN intervention in Somalia arose from the urgent need to respond to the
famine and appalling suffering of the Somali people.  The response was slow and
deliberate; each Security Council resolution expanded and modified the role of
UNOSOM.  As the situation deteriorated and the operation floundered in late
1992, the Secretary-General faced up to the dilemma and outlined five options.65

The first was to continue with peacekeeping, i.e. a consensual and non-forceful
mission.  This option did not seem viable, given the nature and scale of the prob-
lems.  A second option was to withdraw, but this would have been an unaccept-
able public admission of failure that might also have been interpreted as setting
a bad precedent for ongoing operations in the Balkans.  A further option was to
be more assertive and forceful in the capital, in the hope that this would have an
influence in the country as a whole.  Alternatively, a UN enforcement mission
could be launched under its own command and control.  However, it is unlikely
that the UN possessed either the capability or capacity to do so, then or now.  Not
surprisingly, when the US indicated that it would be prepared to spearhead a UN
sanctioned forceful mission to establish a secure environment for humanitarian
operations, the Security Council agreed.

At first the US was reluctant to become involved.  The Secretary-General
Boutros-Ghali also put pressure on President Bush pointing out, among other
things, the growing perception among the countries of the South that the US
manipulated the UN only when it served US interests, as in the Gulf War. While
the US was prepared to act unilaterally, they were understandably anxious to
have international support on the ground and in the Security Council.66 It seems
that the actual decision to intervene was taken by President Bush. No doubt this
decision was influenced by criticism from non-governmental agencies, Capitol
Hill, and the Clinton camp.  But it was probably a conclusion by the military that
they could “do the job” if called upon that had most influence on the president.
The decision was generally popular with the American public and with Congress,
and President-elect Clinton endorsed it.67 Nevertheless, even before the opera-
tion was mounted there were those who questioned whether it was appropriate or
necessary.68 In any event, it should have been evident from the beginning that
the conflict in Somalia was not going to be of the short, sharp, overwhelming
kind that politicians and military planners, especially in the US, believe is vital
to sustain a public consensus for involvement.

In December 1992, acting under Chapter VII, the Security Council unani-
mously adopted Resolution 794(1992) and determined that “the magnitude of the
human tragedy [mass starvation] caused by the conflict in Somalia, further exac-
erbated by the obstacles being created to the distribution of human assistance,
constituted a threat to international peace and security.”69 In authorizing
UNITAF, a large multinational force led by the US, to use “all necessary means
to establish as soon as possible” a secure environment for humanitarian relief
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operations, the Security Council took an important step in redefining its role in
the maintenance of international peace and security.70 This was a familiar UN
euphemism for authorizing the use of force and it was in stark contrast to the UN
intervention in Lebanon, which occurred along traditional peacekeeping lines
and for which there were established precedents.  Implicit in the resolution was
a recognition that the situation was beyond that to which the normal rules of
peacekeeping would apply.  Its adoption reflected a new consensus on what con-
stituted a “threat to peace” justifying military enforcement action under Article
42.  Article 39 was interpreted as including a humanitarian disaster caused by
mass starvation. This was a significant precedent from the more traditional
approach to the use of force under Article 42.71

Like the enabling resolution in respect of UNIFIL, Resolution 794(1992)
was the result of both political and pragmatic considerations, and as such it was
not a perfectly crafted document. It would have been preferable if the objectives
of the mandate had been precisely defined and limited in time in order to prepare
the way for a return to peacekeeping and post conflict peace building.72 It was
ambiguous in certain important respects, but it was clear that like Resolution
425(1978), it also required the cooperation of the parties in Somalia in order to
be effective.  It was also evident from correspondence from the Secretary-
General to the Security Council and to President Bush, that he perceived one of
the primary objectives as being to neutralize the heavy arms of the regular forces
of the factions, and to disarm irregular forces.73 In the final draft of the resolu-
tion this objective was dropped in favor of more neutral language, which was
more acceptable to all members of the Security Council. This was a significant
omission that subsequently contributed to the most important difference in inter-
pretation of the objectives of the mandate by the US and the Secretary-General,
i.e. the issue of disarming the factions. 

The Secretary-General had also recommended that the mandate be defined
to include a country wide intervention to be carried out under UN command and
control; and a specific time limitation within which disarmament would take
place, after which the operation would be handed over to UN peacekeeping
forces.74 The Security Council instead opted to authorize a “unified command
and control system” which would reflect the offer made by the US to manage the
operation. In this regard the Council had little option, as the US would not accept
UN command in almost any circumstances, and certainly not when leading
enforcement operations under Chapter VII.75 For this reason, despite the fact
that the UN approved the UNITAF mandate, the Organization neither organized
nor commanded the troops that were sent to fulfil it.  This was one of the most
significant differences between UNITAF and the UNOSOM I and II missions.  It
was also a feature that distinguished it from the traditional model of command
and control adopted for UNIFIL and other peacekeeping operations.76

Although there was liaison between the existing UNOSOM force and the
Secretary-General’s representative on the one hand, and UNITAF, it was evident
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that the US was in the driver’s seat and it would determine policy and strategy.
This was not as unreasonable an arrangement as first might appear.  The US was
supplying the majority of the troops and the bulk of the military hardware at its
own expense.  Furthermore, there had been no misrepresentation by the US of
the terms under which it would command the operation.  Resolution 794(1992)
placed emphasis on establishing a secure environment so as to enable the
Security Council to make the necessary decision for a prompt transition to con-
tinued peacekeeping operations, and there was no mention of a plan or terms of
reference as to how this could be achieved. In this regard the long-term strategic
goals of both the UNIFIL and UNITAF operations were anything but clear from
their respective enabling resolutions.  

The process of implementation was bound to give rise to varying interpre-
tations that inevitably lead to political difficulties at the highest level and mili-
tary dilemmas on the ground.  The difference between the approach adopted by
the US, and that proposed by the Secretary-General, were all too apparent in the
latter’s first report on UNITAF to the Council.77 These constituted fundamental
differences that could not be glossed over at a later stage.  The US did not seem
to appreciate the nature of UN peacekeeping operations, and the political and
military constraints under which any UN led operation must function.  Nor did it
appreciate that a force cannot operate under a peace enforcement mandate, even
if motivated by humanitarian considerations, and later revert to a traditional
peacekeeping role with the consent of the parties.  This was even more apparent
later when US forces carried out offensive operations as part of the UNOSOM II
mission.

As part of a strategy to alleviate the fears of developing states about major
power interference in the internal affairs of other states, the US was not men-
tioned by name in Resolution 794(1992).78 While this was indicative of the level
of political compromise, it amounted to little more than a cosmetic exercise that
could only prove counter-productive in the long-term.  It was also contrary to an
open and transparent system of decision-making. As OPERATION RESTORE
HOPE was getting into full swing, Boutros-Ghali promised the people of
Somalia that the Force would “feed the starving, protect the defenceless and pre-
pare the way for political economic and social reconstruction.”79 The Security
Council also authorized the US to deputize on its behalf, and significantly, linked
human rights issues to a threat to international peace and security.  Expectations
of what might be achieved by American involvement were high in New York and
on the ground in Somalia, but though successful in ensuring delivery of food-
stuffs to the starving, UNITAF failed to seize the opportunity to achieve much
more at the time.
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The Dilemma of Disarmament and the Creation of a Safe Environment in
Somalia80

The UNITAF stage of the overall Somalia operation was generally con-
sidered successful.81 Despite UNITAF’s Chapter VII mandate, the US relied
heavily on traditional peacekeeping principles.  This would have been admirable
in another context, but neutralizing the clan’s heavy weapons and disarmament
was essential to creating a secure environment, and achieving the long-term strat-
egy of handing over to a peacekeeping force. It is easy to portray an operation
that sets itself limited goals as an unqualified success when it fulfils these limit-
ed objectives.  The reality may be somewhat different, especially if the force has
the capability to achieve much more.  UNITAF was such an operation and in its
execution of the mandate it avoided the main obstacles to a long-term restoration
of peace.82

The American refusal to live up to the consequences of its intervention was
especially damaging to this critical issue.83 With around 30,000 troops, under a
unified system of command, UNITAF certainly had the capacity to disarm the
warlords.84 But the political rhetoric did not translate into effective action on the
ground.  Instead, it chose to evade this difficult task by requesting that weapons
be moved out of the areas “controlled” by UNITAF to other locations.  Although
adopting such an approach did avoid confrontation and inevitable casualties, the
policy was flawed as a concentrated effort to remove and destroy the Somalis’
heavy weapons, including the infamous “technicals,” was an achievable goal at
that time that would have laid the ground rules for the subsequent UN operation
to follow.  It would also have been an ideal way of showing serious intent to
restore order. The UN and the Somalis themselves had expected disarmament to
take place. UNITAF could also have used the clan leader’s agreement to disarm
in the Addis Ababa Accords of March 1993 to argue that it was an impartial force
facilitating this agreement.  Failure to do so meant the failure to create a secure
environment in which some degree of normality was restored, and those with the
most weapons continued to wield most power. 

In the conduct of US military operations abroad, a major factor is the
avoidance of incurring casualties and as a matter of policy the US decided not to
disarm the factions as this may have led to exposure to risk.  In fact, the US may
be said to operate a zero casualty policy.85 The US marines commanded the
operation, and the experience with the Multi National Force in Lebanon was an
important influence on their thinking.86 Such a policy would not have been pos-
sible if Resolution 794(1993) had not been the result of political compromise and
ambiguous in regard to the crucial issue of disarmament.  It may be the case that
the US considered that the planned UN force intended to succeed UNITAF could
deal with this issue, but it is hard to accept that they could have been that naive.

The warlords, in particular Aidid, realized that they would not face a seri-
ous challenge from UNITAF and that by biding their time, it would be replaced
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by a militarily weaker UN force.  There were no long-term strategic or political
objectives that might threaten the warlord’s supremacy, and it soon became
apparent that adopting a wait and see policy was the most prudent response until
UNITAF left. By the time the US formally acknowledged that disarmament of
the clans was necessary, it was too late.87 Of the false promises made by
UNITAF, it was the claim that it had created a secure environment that really
angered the aid agencies.88 It seemed that despite pleas by the UN to remain
longer, UNITAF wanted to ensure the mission was deemed a success and that the
situation was ripe for a handover to UNOSOM II in May 1993. Although a much
less militarily capable force, the mandate of UNOSOM II was much wider and
sufficiently imprecise to “offer many hostages to fortune.”89 Acting under
Chapter VII, the new force would not be constrained by the issues of consent or
the use of force in self-defence.  The “demands” on disarmament, and “requests”
for national reconciliation and the “consolidation, expansion and maintenance of
a secure environment throughout Somalia” contained in Resolution 814(1993)
were easy to make but later proved impossible to achieve in the circumstances.90

PROBLEMS OF MILITARY EFFECTIVENESS IN UNIFIL
AND UNOSOM II

Problems of Command and Control

UNOSOM II took over formally from UNITAF/UNOSOM I on 4 May
1993.91 This was not as early as had originally been planned, but there had been
no major crises in the mean time and the US could claim to be handing over the
ship in good shape.  A new US administration was now at the helm, and one of
the primary concerns was ensuring President Clinton was not exposed to risk in
a foreign intervention handed on from the Bush administration.  But the US had
invested a lot of energy and prestige in Somalia and it could not now slip away
quietly. Nor could it be seen to allow the follow up operation to fail, and in these
circumstances the US continued to play a leading role in every facet of UNO-
SOM II’s organization and mandate.92 In many ways this suited the UN
Secretariat and Boutros-Ghali, who realized that the operation depended on
American military and political support. The US agreed to provide logistical and
tactical support under a complex command and control arrangement, but this
among other things was later to cause a serious rift between the Clinton admin-
istration and the Secretariat.93

While in theory the US had handed back control of the operation to the
UN, the reality was much different.  A convenient mechanism to allow the US to
ensure that one of its own officers retained full command of US troops in
Somalia was put in place by the appointment of General Thomas Montgomery as
Deputy Force Commander.  It was no coincidence either that an experienced
NATO officer would command this “strange and fragmented operation,” or
retired American Admiral Jonathan Howe would act as the Secretary-General’s
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special representative.94 The Force Commander reported directly to the Special
Representative, who in turn reported to the Secretary-General.  This gave signif-
icant influence to the US, even if it did not formally command the mission.  In
addition, this complex system was made even more cumbersome by the decision
of the US to establish a Quick Reaction Force outside the UN chain of com-
mand.95 This amounted to the establishment of a parallel US chain of command
that was intended to exist alongside, but independent from, the UN command
structure. It is difficult to describe this set up as other than a recipe for confusion
and ultimate disaster.  How it was intended to operate in times of crisis in the
context of an already complex multi-dimensional operation involving around 30
nations and many non governmental organizations, is a question that must not
have been addressed seriously by military planners in Washington and the
Department of Peacekeeping Operations in New York. The continued American
domination proved to be a mixed blessing for UNOSOM II, and events showed
that the structures put in place proved unable to maintain cohesion under pres-
sure and ultimately contributed to the demise of the force.96

The issue of command and control was closely linked to the final condition
that the Secretary-General considered essential for the effective operation of
UNIFIL, i.e. that it function as an integrated and efficient military unit.  Many
officers who served with UNIFIL since 1978 consider that this condition has not
been met, and it is the consensus among participants and commentators that this
was not the case with UNOSOM II either.97 While it would be futile to argue to
the contrary in respect of UNOSOM II, the situation of UNIFIL is worthy of fur-
ther analysis.  The Secretary-General’s own choice of words was  unfortunate in
that it may create the impression that the Force established was to be a conven-
tional military unit properly constituted for traditional military operations.  This
is not the case.  The UNIFIL mission, even if unclear in certain respects, was a
peacekeeping mission based on well-established principles and precedents. Even
today, peacekeeping is a relatively novel military concept and the mounting and
conduct of such missions is very different from conventional military operations.

Deficiencies in the UN Organization and Structures

The UN Organization does not have a military branch.98 Despite the estab-
lishment of the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO), problems
remain at Secretariat level, and the Brahimi Report recommended that a number
of structural adjustments be made to address current problems.99 The conduct of
peacekeeping operations has been on an ad hoc basis to date, and due to the
inability of members to agree to a comprehensive set of guidelines to govern all
UN operations, this is likely to remain the status quo.100

In order that the Force be acceptable to the Security Council, to the parties
involved and to the international community, it is necessary to ensure that there
is a wide geographic distribution and a political balance among the contributing
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states.  This is often detrimental to the smooth operation of the Force as an inte-
grated military unit.  When disparities in culture, training, and experience are
taken into account, it is remarkable that a multinational force can operate at all.

There were more serious problems in respect of UNOSOM II.  The com-
mand and control mechanism was complex.101 When this was applied to a multi-
national force with a difficult mandate in a failed state like Somalia, the overall
effect was a recipe for disaster.  The problem of double allegiance has arisen in
respect of UNIFIL and the UNOSOM II mission.  However, it was much more
acute in the case of UNOSOM.102 It is now accepted that contingents will con-
sult their national governments on decisions which may not conform to defence
or foreign policy directives back home.103 Serious problems did arise in the
course of the operation in the Congo, when contributing states disagreed with
UN policy, in particular its apparent reluctance to take stronger action to resolve
the situation in Katanga.104 In the case of UNIFIL, no similar problems have
arisen.105 Unfortunately, one of the practical lessons from UN involvement in
Somalia (and the former Yugoslavia) is that the organization “cannot manage
complex-political military operations.”106 However, the well publicized differ-
ences between the commander of the Italian contingent and the UNOSOM II
force commander show how serious this problem was in Somalia.107 It caused
serious operational difficulties on the ground and seriously hindered the effec-
tiveness  of the Force at a critical period.  Other contingents had less publicized
difficulties in this regard also. As contingents are usually placed under the oper-
ational control, and not under the full command of a force commander of multi-
national forces, this is a problem that will inevitably reoccur.  There have still
been occasions when national governments, most notably the French, have inter-
fered in the operational affairs of UNIFIL.108 The military effectiveness of
UNIFIL was also hampered by the location of its headquarters, which was situ-
ated in the enclave controlled by the de facto forces.

The need for a comprehensive briefing and training for all personnel prior
to commencing duty with a peacekeeping force is vital.  Many regular officers,
in particular those from large countries accustomed to a more aggressive con-
ventional military role, must be given the opportunity to adjust to restrictions
such as the use of force only in self defence and the lack of a proper military
intelligence network.  Taking into account the essential nature of UNIFIL and the
many constraints under which it must operate, its success as an integrated and
efficient military unit has been remarkable.  In any event, a peacekeeping mis-
sion must be judged primarily by how it fulfils its political purpose and not sole-
ly on its military efficiency.  If this is applied to the Somalia operations, then the
intervention in all its manifestations must be judged a failure. Critics of UNIFIL
can point to its military ineffectiveness in terms of its mandate, and  to the costs
of maintaining the operation.  However, it did provide an international presence
and restraining influence on the parties to the conflict, even if this was not at a
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level many critics found acceptable. When the time was ripe, there was a pre-
existing UN force on the ground to facilitate and confirm the Israeli withdrawal. 

Reconciliation and Mediation Efforts in Somalia and Lebanon

A criticism sometimes made of UN peacekeeping and military intervention
is that it “freezes” the problem but does not solve the underlying causes of con-
flict.  Efforts at national reconciliation and mediation by the UN in Lebanon and
Somalia ultimately came to naught.  But the varying approaches to nation build-
ing in each case help explain the fundamental differences between the two oper-
ations.

In recent years operations tend to be multi-functional in nature, and may
include a nation building and national reconciliation policy.  In this regard the
mandate(s) governing the UNOSOM mission in Somalia was significantly dif-
ferent from UNIFIL.109 UNOSOM II was, as Boutros-Ghali had pointed out, the
first operation of its kind.  It was not constrained by the issue of consent, or by
the rules governing the use of force in peacekeeping operations.  The mandate
for fostering national reconciliation was contained in Resolution 814(1993)
which authorized UNOSOM II, under Chapter VII, “to assist the people of
Somalia to promote and advance political reconciliation.”110 In fact, national
reconciliation was an integral part of UNOSOM’S mandate from the begin-
ning.111 There was no similar mandate in respect of Lebanon, and while assist-
ing the government there in restoring its authority in the area could be interpret-
ed broadly, it did not mean nation building or even facilitating national reconcil-
iation.  

The conflict in Lebanon also had to be seen in a regional context, and it
was inextricably linked to the wider security and geopolitical concerns in the
Middle East.  This made finding a resolution to the conflict very difficult and it
prevented the UN from playing a significant role in a resolution of the underly-
ing causes of the conflict. For this reason the UN was effectively excluded from
the negotiations leading to the first serious attempt to resolve the conflict since
the establishment of UNIFIL, i.e. the Israeli-Lebanon Agreement of 1983.  Under
the Agreement, the military and other concessions granted to Israel were incon-
sistent with UNIFIL’s mandate and continued presence in the south.112 By
assigning a very minor role to UNIFIL, it appeared to grant a significant victory
to Israel.113 Israeli policy was consistent and well-known, but what was surpris-
ing and difficult to understand was the role of the US in the whole affair.  The
US representative at the UN had supported UNIFIL’s continued existence in
January.114 Now it appeared to play a major part in an agreement that effective-
ly excluded the UN from any real role in southern Lebanon.  A proposal to ensure
the safety of Palestinians in camps was fraught with difficulty and had the poten-
tial to involve UNIFIL in Lebanon’s factional war in a similar way to that of the
Multi National Force.115 The US believed it could convince Syria to accept the
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agreement, an optimism not shared by UN personnel.116 A combination of fac-
tors worked against the Agreement from the start.  Later the UN was permitted
to play a more central role in the second significant round of negotiations to
secure an Israeli withdrawal that were convoked by the Secretary-General in late
1984 and early 1985.117

The Israeli position during the “Naqoura talks” can be summarized as
attempting to gain advantages through negotiations that they were unable to gain
militarily, a strategy that was not acceptable to other parties.  The Lebanese posi-
tion was unrealistic and even irresponsible given the communal violence that
would follow a unilateral Israeli withdrawal.118 In addition to war reparations,
the Lebanese insisted on an unconditional Israeli withdrawal.  There were to be
no arrangements for Israel’s security apart from UNIFIL and the Lebanese army.
Israel accepted UNIFIL had a role to play after the withdrawal, but this was not
the same as agreeing to rely exclusively on the UN to secure Israel’s northern
frontier.

In the event, neither the Naqoura talks nor the 1983 Agreement produced
any agreement on an Israeli withdrawal acceptable to all parties.  While the fail-
ure of UN efforts can be attributed in part to unrealistic demands made by the
Lebanese at the behest of Syria, certain of the Israeli conditions were inconsis-
tent with Security Council resolutions since 1978.  These conditions amounted to
a demand for approval by the UN for the continued occupation of part of
Lebanon and recognition of their surrogate militia there.  This would have made
a mockery of UNIFIL’s original purpose and the intentions of the Security
Council, in particular the proposal to deploy around Sidon.  Such a move would
have shifted responsibility from the Israelis to the UN for inter communal vio-
lence.  It seemed the parties prior to the negotiations misled the Secretary-
General and that from the beginning there was little hope of finding agreement.

The UN efforts at reconciliation in Somalia were more proactive than those
in Lebanon, but they too failed to achieve any long-term success.119 Among the
factors militating against success was the initial controversy such efforts gener-
ated, not least because they failed to take cognisance of the post-Barre Somalia
and they found support among those who no longer held power and influence in
the country.120 Conventional analyses at the time tended to blame deficiencies in
policies and personalities within the US and the UN, and the Somali body
politic.121 These may have underestimated the complexity of the factors adverse-
ly affecting efforts at reconciliation, but the policies and mistakes of the UN
exacerbated this situation.  UNOSOM I might have succeeded if the intervention
had been earlier and the strategy advocated by the Secretary-General’s special
representative, Sahnoun, was pursued.  The approach of rebuilding a society
from the “bottom up” had much to recommend it.  If it had been combined with
an even-handed and firm policy on disarmament from an early stage, and the
resources were applied to restoring the police and justice system in particular,
then matters might have worked out quite differently.
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An integral part of the reconciliation process was the need to rebuild the
Somali police and justice system. But this was handicapped from the beginning
by the requirement that resources for this program be obtained from voluntary
contributions.122 This was almost certain to assure its failure and showed the
lack of commitment to a comprehensive strategic plan to achieve nation-build-
ing.  In addition, there has been inadequate sensitivity to the political context and
a failure to recognize that it must be built on indigenous traditions and involve
the local population.  

The problems in re-establishing the police and justice system derived pri-
marily from the failure of the UN to treat the matter with urgency,123 ensure prop-
er consultation and funding, and implement a UNOSOM Justice Division’s pro-
gram.124 This was despite the urgent need to prioritize civil affairs and re-estab-
lish the rule of law.  Because of the security situation, re-establishing a viable
police force was one of the key elements to restoring normalcy.  It is also worth
noting that there was no proposal for the establishment of an International
Criminal Tribunal for Somalia. Somalis expected that the US would call for a
war crimes tribunal, especially given the evidence of, inter alia, crimes against
humanity by the Barre regime.125 One interpretation of this is that the political
will did not exist to do so, and that African lives were not equated with European
lives.  A less benign interpretation is that independent investigation might point
to US and European and regional powers complicity with the Barre regime and
others in Somalia.126

Resolution 814(1993) placed the UN at the centre of reconciliation in
Somalia.127 But Somalia was crowded for a time with those interested in peace-
building, and not all the camps agreed among themselves or with each other
about what the appropriate strategy should be.   Given the lack of any central
government or administration, it was predictable that local reconciliation was
bound to have the most impact.  In essence, all politics is local.  Any observer
with experience of conflict situations will testify to the relevance of the local sit-
uation to the detriment of the national.  It is difficult for villagers to identify with
national efforts if these do not translate into meaningful gains in personal secu-
rity and well-being on the ground. Although the US special envoy, Robert
Oakely, made worthwhile attempts to involve women’s groups and others in the
reconciliation process, these efforts were overtaken by events. None of the UN
sponsored reconciliation conferences had any long-term impact. The Addis
Ababa Conference on national reconciliation in March 1993 failed to exploit in
full the apparent consensus among the major factions, and fudged on essential
details that later led to disagreement among the factions, and among UN offi-
cials.128 The commitment to disarm in the time frame agreed was unrealistic, and
there was no real plan or mechanism in place to accomplish this.  The different
expectations of the parties and marginalization of Aidid led to conflict on the
ground.  The process and its aftermath seemed artificial and it is impossible to
gauge if the initial consensus was in fact genuine.  In the end, any consideration
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of the efforts at national reconciliation in Somalia must take cognizance of many
factors, but especially be aware of the centrifugal social, economic, and political
forces prevalent in Somalia that undermined the process at every level. 

CONCLUSION

An often overlooked factor in the criticism of the UN is the fact that the
Organization is resorted to by states most often when it suits their purposes and
the problem otherwise seems insoluble. The situation created by the 1978 inva-
sion of Lebanon was such an instance.  This is not to say the organizational fail-
ures such as those identified by the Brahimi Report did not contribute to the dif-
ficulties, but this was just part of the problem.129 The UN, the European Union
and the Organization for African Unity have all found that responding to internal
conflicts is very difficult. The establishment of UNIFIL was primarily sponsored
by the US to facilitate a speedy withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon in 1978, and
to ensure that the so-called Camp David Accords were not further jeopardized by
Israeli actions.  The Force would also help prevent the outbreak of another major
conflict between Syria and Israel.  Israel and the US, despite their otherwise
strong links, did not always share perceptions as to what constituted a common
threat in the Middle East region.  Cooperation from the Israelis was vital to the
success of UNIFIL.  When it became clear that it was not forthcoming, the US
never brought sufficient pressure to bear on the Israelis to ensure that they would
succumb.  The mandate agreed upon for UNIFIL was unrealistic and lent itself
to different interpretations by opposite parties.  Many elements of the overall
plan for the deployment of UNIFIL had obvious deficiencies. In this way, its suc-
cess has remained dependent on factors outside its control.

A number of recent multinational interventions, whether under the banner
of the UN or an independent coalition, have often failed to make a long-term
improvement in the crisis situation.130 There has been a tendency to rely on
short-term political expediency to the detriment of long-term strategic policies at
the operational level.  In general, the military component of multi-dimensional
operations have developed a doctrinal approach that largely ignored the realities
of the crisis environment and instead sought to rely on the limited version of the
problem that could be resolved by military means.131 This is a natural response
from a conventional military that perceives its role as essentially limited to the
provision of security, and even then, its first priority will always be its own secu-
rity.

The Somalia experience shows that military establishments need to re-
examine their role in complex political and humanitarian emergencies.  In par-
ticular, there is considerable mistrust between civil and military components, and
each must rethink its relationship with the other and coordinate their functions
for the common good.132 For a multi-dimensional peace operation to be effective,
humanitarian and developmental aspects must be accorded equal status.133
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Attempts at coordination by the military were interpreted as attempts at control.
There is a need for the military to expand its concept of security to consider much
more than “keeping the lid” on things, and to embrace the security of the local
population, reconstruction, and rehabilitation.  The failure to disarm the clans
was a serious flaw in the implementation phase of the UN operations, but even
this would have been insufficient without the creation of a safe environment. If
you want to create a secure environment, then peace must be made with all the
parties.  The narrow focus on humanitarian and military issues meant the under-
lying political problems did not receive sufficient attention. What political agen-
da existed was overtaken by military events and the adoption of a coercive
response.

The Lebanon and Somalia operations show the need for support from the
members of the Security Council, irrespective of the nature of the operation.
Both operations also illustrate that problems arise when missions are ill-defined,
and this uncertainty was compounded in the case of Somalia by a dispute about
the authority to use force.  The Brahimi Report called for more robust Rules of
Engagement (ROE) in operations involving intra-state/transnational conflicts
and bigger and better equipped forces.  It did not seem to take full cognizance of
the fact that the use of force must be accompanied by political will, a clear man-
date and strategy, a willingness to accept casualties, and a need for an effective
command and control mechanism to ensure cohesion and uniform application.  It
also failed to address the issues raised by regional peacekeepers or coalitions of
the willing acting under the authority of the UN. 

Somalia shows that robust ROE and increased size are not enough, and
while it is imperative not to employ an emasculated UN force, it is important to
have a clear military and political strategy agreed to at the outset.  The long-term
strategy was unclear at the time of inception, but by the end of the operation it
was non-existent. What efforts were made at rebuilding the war torn society were
inept and imposed without sufficient attention to indigenous political, cultural,
and social traditions. Instead of seeking to marginalize all the major warlords, the
UN targeted Aidid.  The problem was essentially political and not a result of the
phenomena associated with the end of the Cold War, and lessons learned in the
Congo during the ONUC operation in the 1960s and elsewhere were ignored.  It
was the neo-colonial attempts to shape and mould future Somali political
arrangements that led to disaster.  The unfolding events showed that the US and
the UN forces failed to appreciate the contradictions and inconsistencies in their
confused roles of peacekeeping, peacemaking, and peace enforcement.  When
this was combined with US domination, and key positions held by difficult per-
sonalities, it was hardly surprising that UNOSOM II became a major protagonist
in a conflict it was supposed to help resolve.  Nor is it true to say that the UN
broadened the mandate against the wishes of the US; in fact the US drafted many
of the resolutions, especially Resolution 814(1993) on nation-building, and pre-
sented them to the UN for implementation.134
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These issues did not arise in the case of UNIFIL as this was an operation
with an almost exclusive military focus.  The political objectives were clear, but
they were never intended to be the responsibility of UNIFIL; the Force would
merely facilitate their achievement by international diplomacy.  Nor was there a
civil component to the mission.  In the case of both missions, the Security
Council acted as if the mandate would be self-executing once the troops were
deployed.  When the UNIFIL mandate proved impractical, the de facto mission
of the force became the provision of a secure environment for the local popula-
tion.  It took nearly 23 years for UNIFIL to implement the mandate, but its ulti-
mate success in achieving this goal may be said to have vindicated the role of tra-
ditional peacekeeping.  The same may not be said of the intervention in Somalia.
Apart from the loss of life on all sides, the tragedy of Somalia is the failure to
learn the right lessons from a situation where the UN was called upon to fulfil a
range of impossible and confused tasks.
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